I. INTRODUCTION
The decontamination and demolition of the Waste Ion Exchange Facility (Building 594) was completed in September, 1998. Descriptions of these processes are included in this Final Report. The following information is included:
• History of the Waste Ion Exchange Facility 
II. HISTORY
The Waste Ion Exchange Facility building 594, (formerly 579) was a prefabricated, galvanized, metal building, 20 ft. wide by 32 ft. long by 14 ft. high (see Figure 1) . It was constructed in the 1950's to enclose the waste ion exchange system that was used to process waste fluids from a collecting lagoon. The building contained ion exchange equipment that was connected to the collecting lagoon, equalization tanks, and Building 592 (formerly Bldg. 575) distribution pit by underground piping (see Figure 2 ). There were influent lines on the east side of the building and an effluent line on the north side of the building.
The main components inside the Waste Ion Exchange Facility were the ion exchange vessels and associated piping located on the east side of the building (see Figure 3) . The numbered components are identified in Table 1 . Normal access to the facility was through doorways located on both the north and south ends of the building. 
III. INSTRUMENTATION , CALIBRATION
Instruments were chosen to assure that the MDAs for the selected instrument/technique was less than the release criteria. A listing of the principal instruments used and their typical MDAs is given in Table 2 . Photographs of the principal instruments used for final surveys are shown in Figures 4 through 7 . Instrument calibration records and daily instrument check records are included in Appendix A. Table 3 is a summary of the free-release criteria associated with surfaces contaminated with radioactive materials. The release criteria for Transuranics and 90 Sr were used for the unrestricted release of nonporous materials from this project. 
IV. RELEASE GUIDELINES

V. OVERVIEW OF THE DECONTAMINATION AND DEMOLITION ACTIVITIES
Major tasks performed during the decontamination and demolition of the Waste Ion Exchange Facility were as follows:
1. Removal of all excess equipment: Lockers, shelving, motors, copper pipe, and miscellaneous materials were surveyed by the ANL-E ESH Health Physics Section personnel and released for recycling or disposal as trash. All external piping from the floor drains were removed and surveyed for release.
2. Resin was removed from the Cation Exchange Vessel and the Mixed Bed Exchange Vessel. The resin was packaged into 55 gallon drums as low-level radioactive waste for disposal by Waste Management Personnel. Figure 8) were then removed, placed on their sides and vacuumed by WMO. The tanks were surveyed, size reduced, and disposed of as clean scrap metal.
The Cation Exchange Vessel and the Mixed Bed Exchange Vessel (See
4. All motors, piping, retention tank, and associated equipment were surveyed and removed. A hole had to be cut into the retention tank to remove the water which was pumped by WMO into a dempster tank. This water was then processed through WMO's retention tank water treatment system. The retention tank was then surveyed again and released as clean scrap.
5. HEPA filter material was surveyed as clean and disposed of by WMO.
FIGURE 8 Health Physics Survey of the Cation Exchange Vessel, Mixed Bed Exchange Vessel and Equipment
6. Catch Basin: The catch basin (#24 in Figure 3 ) was left in place. The piping from the basin is connected to a laboratory tank and equalization tank in building 592 (575 in Figure 2 ). A water sample from the catch basin was less than ten times the site release criteria. As found during the characterization, the catch basin had γ activity above the ambient background. The catch basin sample taken during the characterization appeared to contain only naturally occurring radionuclides. The activity levels are below the unrestricted release criteria. Therefore, the catch basin is released for unrestricted use.
7. Tritium Survey: Four smears were taken from areas in Building 594 that were deemed to be most likely to contain residual tritium (Appendix B ). Values for these smears were less than 10% of the unrestricted release criteria for betagamma emitters of 1,000 dpm/100cm 2 .
8. No contamination was detected on the final surveys of the walls, windows, doors, ceilings, exhaust pipe from ceiling. The building and associated concrete was released for demolition by memo to E. Wiese (TD) from C.M. Sholeen (ESH-HP), dated July 30, 1998 ( Appendix B).
9. Building 594 and associated piping and concrete were demolished and removed as scrap in September, 1998. On September 11, 1998, ESH Health Physics personnel surveyed the piping that was inaccessible under the concrete (See Figure 9) . Pipes involved were those pipes that ran from under the concrete to the north pit drain and east pit drain leading to the water treatment settling basin. No contamination was detected. The north drain line was removed to three feet outside of the foundation of the building. The east drain line was removed to the foundation of building 593 (see Figure 1 ).
10. Direct and Smear Results: Health Physics results are listed in Appendix C.
VI. SUMMARY
The Waste Ion Exchange Facility was free released for demolition on July 30, 1998. No surprises or unknowns were noted. The building and associated piping were demolished and removed in September, 1998. The north drain line was removed to three feet outside of the foundation of the building. The east drain line was removed to the foundation of Building 593. The piping located in the north pit drain and east pit drain (which were located under the concrete) were free released. The catch basin, which was located on the south side of the building and also connected to equalization tanks in building 592, was released for unrestricted use and was left intact. 
